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BOOK REVIEWS

NATALIE FRYDE, Ein mittelalterlicher deutscher Großunternehmer. Terricus
Teutonicus de Colonia in England, 1217-1247, Vierteljahrschrift für Sozial-
und Wirtschaftsgeschichte, Beiheft 125 (Steiner: Stuttgart, 1997), 258
pp. ISBN 3 515 06817 1. DM 84.00

The problem at the heart of this intriguing study is that we do not and
cannot know exactly who Terricus Teutonicus of Cologne, the thir-
teenth-century merchant, burgess of Stamford in Lincolnshire and
proprietor and owner of a wine cellar in London, actually was. A man
of some importance certainly: he stood in a special relationship to
Henry III, who greeted him in 1236 as ‘dilecto et fideli suo Therrico
theutonico’. Terricus bought cloth for the royal wardrobe at the great
international fair at Stamford. He lent money to Richard of Cornwall
for the purchase there of horses. He received trading privileges from
the king, notably the use of a ship and a special licence to export wool
to north-western Europe. Thanks to the cartulary which Natalie Fryde
has discovered in the Public Record Office we can see him acquiring
property in Stamford itself and in neighbouring villages. The charters
themselves and a considerable body of other evidence culled from both
public and private records and all printed here, show him connected in
one way or another to most of the prominent families in Stamford. His
wife, Beatrice, possibly came from one of them, the fitz Archards, their
daughter Juliana married into another, the Tikencotes. Witnesses to the
charters show that Terricus moved in the circles of the good and great
in Stamford, not only the Tikencotes and fitz Archards but also Alex-
ander Serviente and Hugh de Sciandeby, reeves of the borough, and
Richard Peck, whilst in 1245 he acted with two burgesses from North-
ampton and another from Lincoln to buy cloth for the king. In London,
Robert le Here, the Saxon, granted Terricus in 1235-36 the important
wine cellar in the parish of St Peter the Less by Paul’s Wharf which,
according to the eyre of 1244, Richard I had granted and John had
confirmed to Robert and in which the king ‘was wont to keep his wine’
(in qua vina sua solebant reponi).

Here was a man of some substance, who could spend the not
inconsiderable sum of £240 on acquiring property in Stamford and its
neighbourhood, a man who served the crown and who was connected
in some ill-defined way to Matilda, Countess Warenne. Yet his identity
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remains something of a mystery. As Natalie Fryde points out, Terricus
or Theoderic or Dietrich was a very common name in Cologne in the
Middle Ages, and one often borne by leading members of the patrician
class. There was even a Terricus Anglicus there, who can perhaps be
identified as Dietrich von der Mühlengasse, sent by the city in 1226 to
Frederick II and Pope Honorius II to complain yet again about the
activities of the archbishop. It is not likely that he was this Terricus, for
whom there are at least four other possible candidates: Terricus or Tyse,
a notable mercenary captain; a thirteenth-century landholder in Lin-
colnshire and servant there of Gilbert of Ghent; Terricus the Alderman
of London; and, most interestingly and best documented, Terricus of
Cologne, goldsmith of Canterbury and controller of the mint there in
1206-7, and king’s exchanger at York and London and especially at the
Tower in 1218 (if that was the same man).

Whether he, or more likely one of his descendants, since Terricus of
Stamford did not die until 1247, was Fryde’s Terricus Teutonicus
cannot be proved. Such a connection would have given him the wealth
he needed to become a merchant, not perhaps quite of the first rank but
with important royal patronage, and, by his death, a substantial
property owner. But there is no certainty and that is what makes this
study the more intriguing. Natalie Fryde uses Terricus’s shadowy life
as a vehicle for the discussion of some important topics, most notably
the economic and political relations between Cologne and the
Plantagenets to 1260, the role of Stamford, its fair and its cloth industry
in the economy of England and the trade of Europe, and the means by
which a German merchant was able to acquire property and office – or
was it the other way round? – in a leading English town.

The second of these is perhaps the least valuable. Stamford’s
international fair has been discussed extensively by E. W. Moore and
Alan Rogers, whilst the whole question of what ‘Stamford’ or ‘Stamfort’
and ‘hauberget’ actually meant in terms of particular types of cloth has
been much debated, as has the international nature of the town’s cloth
trade. ‘Stamfords’ were bought by the king’s court in England and by
members of the higher nobility and episcopate not only in that country
but also in France and Sicily. They were sold in Genoa, Siena, Lucca,
Venice, and in the crusading states of the Levant, and were used to
make uniforms for the monks of the Prussian Order. None the less, it
is useful to see Terricus against this general background and in the
context of relations between England and Cologne generally in the late
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twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. Here Fryde has much of value
to say about the intricate politics of Plantagenet, Welf, and
Hohenstaufen, and the role of Cologners both as financiers and as early
exchange bankers for the transmission of funds across Europe. She also
reconsiders and redates the early grants of trading privileges in Lon-
don to the Cologners. Lappenberg thought them to be of 1157 and 1175
respectively, but Fryde argues convincingly that they should both be
dated to 1175-76. The privileges, once granted, had to be defended,
both diplomatically and commercially but clearly, by 1260, the Cologners
could no longer withstand the pressing claims of the Lubeckers and the
eastern merchants to equal status in England. All this forms the basis
for an interesting chapter, dealing as it does with the complex interplay
between the town of Cologne and the archbishop, Richard I, John and
Henry III of England, and the various candidates for the imperial
throne from Otto IV to Richard of Cornwall. It forms a valuable
addition to what however must still be the standard account in English
of Anglo-Hanseatic relations to be found in Terence Lloyd’s England
and the German Hanse (1991), surprisingly not listed in the bibliography.

But for the economic and social historian of thirteenth-century
England the main interest will be the cartulary and what it has to tell
us about the urban land market in the period. The cartulary itself
consists of some 58 charters of the first half of the century, with a further
two added in the early fourteenth century. These are transcribed, with
a register at the beginning and a brief summary of the contents of each
charter before the Latin text is given in full. Also transcribed and
printed in the same way are all the other documents concerning
Terricus and his family that Fryde has been able to cull from public and
private records. It has to be said that the transcriptions and the
conversions of monetary sums made in the headings are not always
entirely accurate. King John was never referred to as John I (Cartulary
no. 2), surely it is ‘portu’ and not ‘pertu de Lenn’ (Document no. 3),
neither ‘Teste regis’ nor Teste Henrici’ are the usual forms used by the
king in witnessing writs (Documents 3 and 4), whilst the conversion of
marks (a money of account, value 13s 4d) to sterling is often simply
wrong. Nine marks and 8s 8d was worth £6 8s 8d not £8 6s 8d (Cartulary
no. 28), eleven and a half marks equals £7 13s 4d not £7 6s 8d, four
marks and 15s 4d amounts to £3 8s 8d not £2 13s 4d (Cartulary no. 42).

Nevertheless, what the cartulary does show is a classic and almost
unique example for the period of the acquisition of property by a
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successful and mobile merchant, and what is more a merchant from
another land and another nation. Because of his wealth, which presum-
ably came from either trade or inheritance or both, Terricus was able to
buy houses and land in Stamford itself and in the surrounding villages,
and especially at Little Casterton and Wittering, mainly between 1235
and 1247. Within Stamford, he concentrated his acquisitions in the
parishes of St Peter and St Mary at the Bridge, and in All Saints parish
around the market place. Although not in the cartulary, which prob-
ably does not include all his property transactions, the purchase of
Kingsmill, lying below the castle on the river Welland, was important
because it could possibly have been used as a fulling mill. Whether
Terricus was actually involved in cloth production cannot be known.
He did buy property around the tenter grounds, he had a mill, he made
significant purchases around the market place. One can only assume
that there was a direct commercial purpose here, connected in some
way with the manufacture or sale of cloth. In Little Casterton and
Wittering he put together parcels of land to form 30 acres of arable in
Little Casterton and a carucate and seven acres in Wittering, along with
ten acres of meadow in East Deeping. Perhaps these lands were used
to supply his household at his ‘place’ in St Peter’s parish, but certainly,
by his death, Terricus was a man of substance in and a burgess of one
of England’s leading provincial towns.

The manner in which this was achieved is as important as the
achievement itself, however. One theme runs through the charters,
forced sale through indebtedness, for expenses incurred through pil-
grimage to the Holy Land, and, above all, as a result of debts to the
Jews. When Ralph, son of Fulco of Stamford, sold his five acres of land
to Terricus he did so ‘pro me liberando de debitis Judeorum’, whilst
Reginald Bursarius sold his house in All Saints parish ‘necessitate
coactus et precipue ad reddenda debita mea creditoribus meis et
proficiendam peregrinacionem meam versus Jerusalemum’. Debts to
the Jews are the most common reason given for the sale of property and
by publishing this cartulary Fryde has added substantially to the
whole debate on this issue. This time it is not a matter of the rise and
fall of the knightly class, however, but of how one astute Cologne
businessman could exploit an active urban property market in thir-
teenth-century Stamford.

Yet when all is said and done, Terricus remains an elusive character.
One is left wanting to know much more about him and one theme
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might have been further explored. Like Arnold fitz Thedmar, alderman
of London and son of a Bremen father and Cologne mother, Terricus
was an outsider who rose to high office in his adopted ‘home’ town.
That simply was not to be possible even by the late thirteenth century
and certainly not in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries when anti-
alien attitudes hardened. Why then could you have an alien alderman
in London and an alien burgess in Stamford in the earlier thirteenth
century? Why were attitudes so different in those years? This should
perhaps have been considered in what is otherwise a fascinating and
much to be recommended study built around a most interesting
cartulary.

J. L. BOLTON was Senior Lecturer in History at Queen Mary and
Westfield College, University of London, from 1965 to 1994. He is now
a Senior Research Fellow there. His most recent publication is The Alien
Communities of London in the Fifteenth Century. The Subsidy Rolls of 1440
and 1483-4 (1998). He is currently writing a study of money and the
money economy in medieval England, and is hoping to establish a
research project at Queen Mary and Westfield College on the commercial
and financial operations of the Borromei bank in London between 1436
and 1439.
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